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Training

Which features of data predict good 
translations?
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Training: Generative/Discriminative

• Generative
–Maximum likelihood training: max p(data)
–“Count and normalize”
–Maximum likelihood with hidden structure

• Expectation Maximization (EM)
• Discriminative training

–Maximum conditional likelihood
–Minimum error/risk training
–Other criteria: perceptron and max. margin
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“Count and Normalize”
• Language modeling example: 

assume the probability of a word 
depends only on the previous 2 
words.

• p(disease|into the) = 3/20 = 0.15
• “Smoothing” reflects a prior belief 

that p(breech|into the) > 0 despite 
these 20 examples.

... into the programme ...

... into the disease ...

... into the disease ...

... into the correct ...

... into the next ...

... into the national ...

... into the integration ...

... into the Union ...

... into the Union ...

... into the Union ...

... into the sort ...

... into the internal ...

... into the general ...

... into the budget ...

... into the disease ...

... into the legal …

... into the various ...

... into the nuclear ...

... into the bargain ...

... into the situation ...
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Phrase Models
I

did

not

unfortunately

receive

an

answer

to

this

question

Auf diese Frage habe ich leider keine Antwort bekom
men

Assume word alignments are given.
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Phrase Models
I

did

not

unfortunately

receive

an

answer

to

this

question

Auf diese Frage habe ich leider keine Antwort bekom
men

Some good phrase pairs.
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Phrase Models
I

did

not

unfortunately

receive

an

answer

to

this

question

Auf diese Frage habe ich leider keine Antwort bekom
men

Some bad phrase pairs.
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“Count and Normalize”

• Usual approach: treat relative frequencies of 
source phrase s and target phrase t as 
probabilities

• This leads to overcounting when not all 
segmentations are legal due to unaligned 
words.
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Hidden Structure

• But really, we don’t observe word 
alignments.

• How are word alignment model parameters 
estimated?

• Find (all) structures consistent with observed 
data.
–Some links are incompatible with others.
–We need to score complete sets of links.
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Hidden Structure and EM
• Expectation Maximization

–Initialize model parameters (randomly, by some simpler 
model, or otherwise)

–Calculate probabilities of hidden structures
–Adjust parameters to maximize likelihood of observed 

data given hidden data
–Iterate

• Summing over all hidden structures can be 
expensive
–Sum over 1-best, k-best, other sampling methods
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Discriminative Training
• Given a source sentence, give “good” translations a 

higher score than “bad” translations.
• We care about good translations, not a high 

probability of the training data.
• Spend less “energy” modeling bad translations.
• Disadvantages

–We need to run the translation system at each training 
step.

–System is tuned for one task (e.g. translation) and can’t 
be directly used for others (e.g. alignment)
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“Good” Compared to What?
• Compare current translation to
• Idea #1: a human translation. OK, but

–Good translations can be very dissimilar
–We’d need to find hidden features (e.g. alignments)

• Idea #2: other top n translations (the “n-best list”). 
Better in practice, but
–Many entries in n-best list are the same apart from 

hidden links
• Compare with a loss function L

–0/1: wrong or right; equal to reference or not
–Task-specific metrics (word error rate, BLEU, …)
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MT Evaluation

* Intrinsic

* Extrinsic

Human evaluation

Automatic (machine) evaluation

How useful is MT system output for…
Deciding whether a foreign language blog is about politics?
Cross-language information retrieval?
Flagging news stories about terrorist attacks?
…
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Human Evaluation

Je suis fatigué.

Tired is I.

Cookies taste good!

I am exhausted.

Adequacy Fluency

5

1

5

2

5

5
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Human Evaluation

CON

PRO

High quality

Expensive!

Person (preferably bilingual) must make a
time-consuming judgment per system hypothesis.

Expense prohibits frequent evaluation of 
incremental system modifications.
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Automatic Evaluation

PRO

Cheap. Given available reference translations,
free thereafter.

CON

We can only measure some proxy for
translation quality. 
(Such as N-Gram overlap or edit distance).
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40

Output of Chinese-English system
In the First Two Months Guangdong’s Export of High-Tech Products 3.76 Billion US Dollars

Xinhua News Agency, Guangzhou, March 16 (Reporter Chen Jizhong) - The latest statistics show that between

January and February this year, Guangdong’s export of high-tech products 3.76 billion US dollars, with a growth of

34.8% and accounted for the province’s total export value of 25.5%. The export of high-tech products bright spots

frequently now, the Guangdong provincial foreign trade and economic growth has made important contributions. Last

year, Guangdong’s export of high-tech products 22.294 billion US dollars, with a growth of 31 percent, an increase

higher than the province’s total export growth rate of 27.2 percent; exports of high-tech products net increase 5.270

billion us dollars, up for the traditional labor-intensive products as a result of prices to drop from the value of domestic

exports decreased.

In the Suicide explosion in Jerusalem

Xinhua News Agency, Jerusalem, March 17 (Reporter bell tsui flower nie Xiaoyang) - A man on the afternoon of 17

in Jerusalem in the northern part of the residents of rammed a bus near ignition of carry bomb, the wrongdoers in

red-handed was killed and another nine people were slightly injured and sent to hospital for medical treatment.

Chris Callison-Burch Decoding in statistical machine translation December 4, 2007
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Partially excellent translations
In the First Two Months Guangdong’s Export of High-Tech Products 3.76 Billion US Dollars

Xinhua News Agency, Guangzhou, March 16 (Reporter Chen Jizhong) - The latest statistics show that between

January and February this year, Guangdong’s export of high-tech products 3.76 billion US dollars, with a growth of

34.8% and accounted for the province’s total export value of 25.5%. The export of high-tech products bright spots

frequently now, the Guangdong provincial foreign trade and economic growth has made important contributions. Last

year, Guangdong’s export of high-tech products 22.294 billion US dollars, with a growth of 31 percent, an increase

higher than the province’s total export growth rate of 27.2 percent; exports of high-tech products net increase 5.270

billion US dollars, up for the traditional labor-intensive products as a result of prices to drop from the value of

domestic exports decreased.

In the Suicide explosion in Jerusalem

Xinhua News Agency, Jerusalem, March 17 (Reporter bell tsui flower nie Xiaoyang) - A man on the afternoon of 17

in Jerusalem in the northern part of the residents of rammed a bus near ignition of carry bomb, the wrongdoers in

red-handed was killed and another nine people were slightly injured and sent to hospital for medical treatment.

Chris Callison-Burch Decoding in statistical machine translation December 4, 2007
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Mangled grammar
In the First Two Months Guangdong’s Export of High-Tech Products 3.76 Billion US Dollars

Xinhua News Agency, Guangzhou, March 16 (Reporter Chen Jizhong) - The latest statistics show that between

January and February this year, Guangdong’s export of high-tech products 3.76 billion US dollars, with a growth of

34.8% and accounted for the province’s total export value of 25.5%. The export of high-tech products bright spots

frequently now, the Guangdong provincial foreign trade and economic growth has made important contributions. Last

year, Guangdong’s export of high-tech products 22.294 billion US dollars, with a growth of 31 percent, an increase

higher than the province’s total export growth rate of 27.2 percent; exports of high-tech products net increase 5.270

billion us dollars, up for the traditional labor-intensive products as a result of prices to drop from the value of domestic

exports decreased.

In the Suicide explosion in Jerusalem

Xinhua News Agency, Jerusalem, March 17 (Reporter bell tsui flower nie Xiaoyang) - A man on the afternoon of 17

in Jerusalem in the northern part of the residents of rammed a bus near ignition of carry bomb, the wrongdoers in

red-handed was killed and another nine people were slightly injured and sent to hospital for medical treatment.

Chris Callison-Burch Decoding in statistical machine translation December 4, 2007
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Evaluation of Machine Translation Systems

Bleu (Papineni, Roukos, Ward and Zhu, 2002):

Candidate 1: It is a guide to action which ensures that the military

always obeys the commands of the party.

Candidate 2: It is to insure the troops forever hearing the activity

guidebook that party direct.

Reference 1: It is a guide to action that ensures that the military will

forever heed Party commands.

Reference 2: It is the guiding principle which guarantees the military

forces always being under the command of the Party.

Reference 3: It is the practical guide for the army always to heed the

directions of the party.
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Unigram Precision

Unigram Precision of a candidate translation:

where is number of words in the candidate, is the number

of words in the candidate which are in at least one reference

translation.

e.g.,

Candidate 1: It is a guide to action which ensures that the military

always obeys the commands of the party.

(only obeys is missing from all reference translations)
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Modified Unigram Precision

Problem with unigram precision:

Candidate: the the the the the the the

Reference 1: the cat sat on the mat

Reference 2: there is a cat on the mat

precision = 7/7 = 1???

Modified unigram precision: “Clipping”

– Each word has a “cap”. e.g., cap(the) = 2

– A candidate word can only be correct a maximum of times.

e.g., in candidate above, , and the is correct twice in the

candidate
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Modified N-gram Precision

Can generalize modified unigram precision to other n-grams.

For example, for candidates 1 and 2 above:
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Precision Alone Isn’t Enough

Candidate 1: of the

Reference 1: It is a guide to action that ensures that the

military will forever heed Party commands.

Reference 2: It is the guiding principle which guarantees

the military forces always being under the command of

the Party.

Reference 3: It is the practical guide for the army always

to heed the directions of the party.
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But Recall isn’t Useful in this Case

Standard measure used in addition to precision is recall:

where is number of n-grams in candidate that are correct,

is number of words in the references.

Candidate 1: I always invariably perpetually do.

Candidate 2: I always do

Reference 1: I always do

Reference 1: I invariably do

Reference 1: I perpetually do
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Sentence Brevity Penalty

Step 1: for each candidate, compute closest matching
reference (in terms of length)
e.g., our candidate is length , references are length . Best

match is of length .

Step 2: Say is the length of the ’th candidate, is length of best match

for the ’th candidate, then compute

(I think! from the Papineni paper, although might

make more sense?)

Step 3: compute brevity penalty

If

If

e.g., if for all (candidates are always 10% too short) then
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The Final Score

Corpus precision for any n-gram is

i.e. number of correct ngrams in the candidates (after “clipping”) divided

by total number of ngrams in the candidates

Final score is then

i.e., multiplied by the geometric mean of the unigram, bigram, trigram,

and four-gram precisions

27



Automatic Evaluation: Bleu Score

I am exhaustedhypothesis 1

Tired is Ihypothesis 2

I am tiredreference 1

I am ready to sleep nowreference 2
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Automatic Evaluation: Bleu Score

I am exhaustedhypothesis 1

Tired is Ihypothesis 2

I am tiredreference 1

I am ready to sleep now and so exhaustedreference 2

1-gram 3-gram2-gram

3/3

1/3

1/2

0/2

0/1

0/1

I I Ihypothesis 3 1/3 0/2 0/1
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How Good are Automatic Metrics?

!
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Correlation? [Callison-Burch et al., 2006]
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Correlation

[from Callison-Burch et al., 2006, EACL]• DARPA/NIST MT Eval 2005

– Mostly statistical systems (all but one in graphs)
– One submission manual post-edit of statistical system’s output
! Good adequacy/fluency scores not reflected by BLEU

Chris Callison-Burch Decoding in statistical machine translation December 4, 2007
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Correlation? [Callison-Burch et al., 2006]
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Adequacy
Fluency

SMT System 1

SMT System 2

Rule-based System

(Systran)

[from Callison-Burch et al., 2006, EACL]• Comparison of

– good statistical system: high BLEU, high adequacy/fluency
– bad statistical sys. (trained on less data): low BLEU, low adequacy/fluency
– Systran: lowest BLEU score, but high adequacy/fluency

Chris Callison-Burch Decoding in statistical machine translation December 4, 2007
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How Good are Automatic Metrics?

• Do n-gram methods like BLEU overly favor 
certain types of systems?

• Automatic metrics still useful

• During development of one system, a 
better BLEU indicates a better system

• Evaluating different systems has to depend 
on human judgement

• What are some other evaluation ideas?
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Minimizing Error/Maximizing Bleu

• Adjust parameters to 
minimize error (L) when 
translating a training set

• Error as a function of 
parameters is
– nonconvex: not guaranteed to 

find optimum
– piecewise constant: slight 

changes in parameters might 
not change the output.

• Usual method: optimize one 
parameter at a time with 
linear programming
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Generative/Discriminative Reunion

• Generative models can be cheap to train: “count 
and normalize” when nothing’s hidden.

• Discriminative models focus on problem: “get better 
translations”.

• Popular combination
–Estimate several generative translation and language 

models using relative frequencies.
–Find their optimal (log-linear) combination using 

discriminative techniques.
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Generative/Discriminative Reunion
Score each hypothesis with several generative models:

If necessary, renormalize into a probability distribution:

where k ranges over all hypotheses. We then have

for any given hypothesis i.

Exponentiation makes it positive.

Unnecessary if thetas sum to 1 and p’s 
are all probabilities.
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Minimizing Risk
Instead of the error of the 1-best 
translation, compute expected error 
(risk) using k-best translations; this 
makes the function differentiable.

Smooth probability estimates using 
gamma to even out local bumpiness. 
Gradually increase gamma to 
approach the 1-best error.
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Case Study:
Inversion Transduction 

Grammar
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Syntactically-Motivated DistortionComputational Linguistics Volume 23, Number 3 

because they require the two languages to share exactly the same grammatical structure 

(modulo those distinctions that can be handled with lexical singletons). For example, 

the following sentence pair from our corpus cannot be generated: 

(3) a. The Authority will be accountable to the Financial Secretary. 

b. ~t:~ ~--a ~ ~ ~,q~ ~ ~ ~. ~ o 

(Authority will to Financial Secretary accountable.) 

To make transduction grammars truly useful for bilingual tasks, we must escape 

the rigid parallel ordering constraint of simple transduction grammars. At the same 

time, any relaxation of constraints must be traded off against increases in the com- 

putational complexity of parsing, which may easily become exponential. The key is 

to make the relaxation relatively modest but still handle a wide range of ordering 

variations. 

The inversion transduction grammar (ITG) formalism only minimally extends the 

generative power of a simple transduction grammar, yet turns out to be surprisingly 

effective. 1 Like simple transduction grammars, ITGs remain a subset of context-free 

(syntax-directed) transduction grammars (Lewis and Steams 1968) but this view is too 

general to be of much help. 2 The productions of an inversion transduction grammar 

are interpreted just as in a simple transduction grammar, except that two possible 

orientations are allowed. Pure simple transduction grammars have the implicit char- 

acteristic that for both output streams, the symbols generated by the right-hand-side 

constituents of a production are concatenated in the same left-to-right order. Inversion 

transduction grammars also allow such productions, which are said to have straight 

orientation. In addition, however, inversion transduction grammars allow productions 

with inverted orientation, which generate output for stream 2 by emitting the con- 

stituents on a production's right-hand side in right-to-left order. We indicate a produc- 

tion's orientation with explicit notation for the two varieties of concatenation operators 

on string-pairs. The operator [] performs the "usual" pairwise concatenation so that 

lAB] yields the string-pair (C1, C2) where C1 = AtB1 and C2 = A2B2. But the operator 0 

concatenates constituents on output stream I while reversing them on stream 2, so that 

Ct = A1B1 but C2 = B2A2. Since inversion is permitted at any level of rule expansion, 

a derivation may intermix productions of either orientation within the parse tree. For 

example, if the inverted-orientation production of Figure l(b) is added to the earlier 

simple transduction grammar, sentence-pair (3) can then be generated as follows: 

(4) a. [[[The Authority]Np [will [[be accountable]vv [to [the [[Financial 

SecretarylNN ]NNN ]NP ]PP ]VP ]VP ]SP -]S 

b. [ [ [ ~ ] N P  [ ~  [[[~'] [ [ [ ~  ~---J]NN ]NNN ]NP ]PP [ ~ ] V V  ]VP ]VP 

]sp o ls 

We can show the common structure of the two sentences more clearly and com- 

pactly with the aid of the (/notation: 

1 The expressiveness of simple transduction grammars is equivalent to nondeterministic pushdown 
transducers (Savitch 1982). 

2 Also keep in mind that ITGs turn out to be especially suited for bilingual parsing applications, whereas 
pushdown transducers and syntax-directed transduction grammars are designed for monolingual 
parsing (in tandem with generation). 
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Wu Bilingual Parsing 

S 

. /o  

w i l l / ~  

The/¢ 

/ " p 

/ A u t h o r i t y / ~ } ~  

P 

be/e  accountable /NN the/c 

Financial/l~l~ Secretary/~ 

Figure 2 
Inversion transduction grammar parse tree. 

(5) [[[The/~ A u t h o r i t y / ~  ]NP [wi l l /~@ ([be/c a c c o u n t a b l e / ~ ] v v  

[to/Fh-J [the/¢ [ [ F i n a n c i a l / ~  Secretary/~lNN ]NNN ]NP ]PP )VP ]vP lsp 

• / o  Is 

Alternatively, a graphical parse tree notation is shown in Figure 2, where the (/ level 

of bracketing is indicated by a horizontal line. The English is read in the usual depth- 

first left-to-right order, but for the Chinese, a horizontal line means the right subtree 

is traversed before the left. 

Parsing, in the case of an ITG, means building matched constituents for input 

sentence-pairs rather than sentences. This means that the adjacency constraints given 

by the nested levels must be obeyed in the bracketings of both languages. The result of 

the parse yields labeled bracketings for both sentences, as well as a bracket alignment 

indicating the parallel constituents between the sentences. The constituent alignment 

includes a word alignment as a by-product. 

The nonterminals may not always look like those of an ordinary CFG. Clearly, the 

nonterminals of an ITG must be chosen in a somewhat different manner than for a 

monolingual grammar, since they must simultaneously account for syntactic patterns 

of both languages. One might even decide to choose nonterminals for an ITG that 

do not match linguistic categories, sacrificing this to the goal of ensuring that all 
corresponding substrings can be aligned. 

An ITG can accommodate a wider range of ordering variation between the lan- 
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ITG Overview

• Special case of synchronous CFG

• One, joint nonterminal per bilingual node

• Children are translated monotonically, or 
reversed

• Binarized normal form

• Mostly used for exact, polytime alignment
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ITG RulesWu Bilingual Parsing 

(a) S 

SP 

PP 

NP 

NN 

VP 

VV 

Det 

Prep 

Pro 

N 

A 

Conj 
Aux 

Cop 

Stop 

[SP Stop] 

[NP VP] I [NP VV] I [NP V] 
--* [Prep NP] 

--* [Det NN] I [Det N][ [Pro] I [NP Conj NP] 

[A N] I INN PP] 

[Aux VP] I [Aux VV] I [VV PP] 

---. [V NP] I [Cop A] 
the/~ 

--* t o / ~  

-* I / ~  l you/~  
a u t h o r i t y / ~  I secretary/~ 

a c c o u n t a b l e / ~  I f i n a n c i a l / ~  

- ,  and/~l] 

-* w i l l / ~  

be/c  

--~ */O 

(b) VP ~ (VV PP) 

Figure 1 
A simple transduction grammar (a) and an inverted-orientation production (b). 

the language L2 emitted on stream 2. It follows that every nonterminal stands for a 

class of derivable substring pairs. 

We can use a simple transduction grammar to model the generation of bilingual 

sentence pairs. As a mnemonic convention, we usually use the alternative notation 

A --. B x/y C z/c to associate matching output tokens. Though this additional informa- 
tion has no formal generative effect, it reminds us that x/y must be a valid entry in the 

translation lexicon. We call a matched terminal symbol pair such as x/y a couple. The 

null symbol ¢ means that no output token is generated. We call x/¢ an Ll-singleton, 
and ¢/y an L2-singleton. 

Consider the simple transduction grammar fragment shown in Figure l(a). (It will 

become apparent below why we explicitly include brackets around right-hand sides 

containing nonterminals, which are usually omitted with standard CFGs.) The simple 

transduction grammar can generate, for instance, the following pair of English and 

Chinese sentences in translation: 

(1) a. [[[[The [Financial Secretary]NN ]NP and [I]Np ]NP [will [be 

accountable]w ]vP ]sP .]s 

b. [ [ [ [ [ ~  ~----]]NN ]NP ~ [~'~]NP ]NP [ ~  [ ~ ] V V  lVP lSP o ]S 

Notice that each nonterminal derives two substrings, one in each language. The two 

substrings are counterparts of each other. In fact, it is natural to write the parse trees 

together: 

(2) [[[[The/c [Financial/l~qC~J( Secretary/~----JlNN ]NP and/~l] [I/~:J~]Np ]NP 
[wil l /~@ [be/c accountable/~t~]vv ]vP IsP ./o ]s 

Of course, in general, simple transduction grammars are not very useful, precisely 
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ITG Alignment
Computational Linguistics Volume 23, Number 3 

Where is the Secretary of Finance when needed ? 

II~¢~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ J ] ~  ? 

Figure 3 
An extremely distorted alignment that can be accommodated by an ITG. 

guages than might appear at first blush, through appropriate decomposition of pro- 

ductions (and thus constituents), in conjuction with introduction of new auxiliary non- 

terminals where needed. For instance, even messy alignments such as that in Figure 3 

can be handled by interleaving orientations: 

(6) [((Where/JJ]~ i s /T )  [[the/E (Secretary/~ [of/( Finance/llq~])] 

(when/l~ n e e d e d / ~ ' ~ ) ] )  ?/?] 

This bracketing is of course linguistically implausible, so whether such parses are ac- 

ceptable depends on one's objective. Moreover, it may even remain possible to align 

constituents for phenomena whose underlying structure is not context-free--say, ellip- 

sis or coordination--as long as the surface structures of the two languages fortuitously 

parallel each other (though again the bracketing would be linguistically implausible). 

We will return to the subject of ITGs' ordering flexibility in Section 4. 

We stress again that the primary purpose of ITGs is to maximize robustness for 

parallel corpus analysis rather than to verify grammaticality, and therefore writing 

grammars is made much easier since the grammars can be minimal and very leaky. 

We consider elsewhere an extreme special case of leaky ITGs, inversion- invariant  

transduction grammars, in which all productions occur with both orientations (Wu 

1995). As the applications below demonstrate, the bilingual lexical constraints carry 

greater importance than the tightness of the grammar. 

Formally, an inversion transduction grammar, or ITG, is denoted by G = 

(N, W1,W2,T¢,S), where dV is a finite set of nonterminals, W1 is a finite set of words 

(terminals) of language 1, }4;2 is a finite set of words (terminals) of language 2, T¢ is 

a finite set of rewrite rules (productions), and S E A/" is the start symbol. The space 

of word-pairs (terminal-pairs) X = (W1 U {c}) x (W2 U {c}) contains lexical transla- 

tions denoted x/y and singletons denoted x/¢ or ¢/y, where x E W1 and y E W2. Each 

production is either of straight orientation written A --~ [ala2 . . .  ar], or of inverted ori- 

entation written A ~ (ala2.. • a r ) ,  where ai E A/" U X and r is the rank of the production. 

The set of transductions generated by G is denoted T(G). The sets of (monolingual) 

strings generated by G for the first and second output languages are denoted LffG) 
and L2(G), respectively. 

3. A Normal  Form for Inversion Transduction Grammars 

We now show that every ITG can be expressed as an equivalent ITG in a 2-normal form 

that simplifies algorithms and analyses on ITGs. In particular, the parsing algorithm 

of the next section operates on ITGs in normal form. The availability of a 2-normal 
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Legal ITG Alignments
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Bracketing ITG

Wu Bilingual Parsing 

NIL if t-s+v-u~2 

(rr~](f(q)),t,v~](f(q)),v) if Oq(f(q)) = [] and t-s+v-u>2 (18) 

RIGHT(q) = (¢~)(f(q)),t,u,v~) (f(q))) if Oq(f(q)) = 0 and t-s+v-u>2 

NIL otherwise 

In our experience, this method has proven extremely effective for avoiding misseg- 

mentation pitfalls, essentially erring only in pathological cases involving coordination 

constructions or lexicon coverage inadequacies. The method is also straightforward to 

employ in tandem with other applications, such as those below. 

7. Bracketing 

Bracketing is another intermediate corpus annotation, useful especially when a full- 

coverage grammar with which to parse a corpus is unavailable (for Chinese, an even 

more common situation than with English). Aside from purely linguistic interest, 

bracket structure has been empirically shown to be highly effective at constraining sub- 

sequent training of, for example, stochastic context-free grammars (Pereira and Schabes 

1992; Black, Garside, and Leech 1993). Previous algorithms for automatic bracketing 

operate on monolingual texts and hence require more grammatical constraints; for ex- 

ample, tactics employing mutual information have been applied to tagged text (Mager- 

man and Marcus 1990). 

Our method based on SITGs operates on the novel principle that lexical correspon- 

dences between parallel sentences yields information from which partial bracketings 

for both sentences can be extracted. The assumption that no grammar is available 

means that constituent categories are not differentiated. Instead, a generic bracket- 

ing transduction grammar is employed, containing only one nonterminal symbol, A, 

which rewrites either recursively as a pair of A's or as a single terminal-pair: 

A a [A A] 

A a (A A) 

A "~ Ui/V j 

A ~ ui/¢ 
b~j 

A --, ( / v j  

for all i,j English-Chinese lexical translations 

for all i English vocabulary 

for all j Chinese vocabulary 

Longer productions with rank > 2 are not needed; we show in the subsections below 

that this minimal transduction grammar in normal form is generatively equivalent 

to any reasonable bracketing transduction grammar. Moreover, we also show how 

postprocessing using rotation and flattening operations restores the rank flexibility so 

that an output bracketing can hold more than two immediate constituents, as shown 

in Figure 11. 

The bq distribution actually encodes the English-Chinese translation lexicon with 

degrees of probability on each potential word translation. We have been using a lexicon 

that was automatically learned from the HKUST English-Chinese Parallel Bilingual 

Corpus via statistical sentence alignment (Wu 1994) and statistical Chinese word and 

collocation extraction (Fung and Wu 1994; Wu and Fung 1994), followed by an EM 

word-translation-learning procedure (Wu and Xia 1994). The latter stage gives us the 

bij probabilities directly. For the two singleton productions, which permit any word in 

either sentence to be unmatched, a small c-constant can be chosen for the probabilities 

bit and bq, so that the optimal bracketing resorts to these productions only when it is 
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A a [A B] 

A -~ [B B] 

A a [C B] 

A a [A C] 

A a [B C] 

B Z (A A) 

B a (B A) 

B ~ {C A) 

B a (AC) 

B ~ (B C) 

C ~ ui/vj 

C ~ ui/¢ 

C ~b'i ¢/vj 

for all i,j English-Chinese lexical translations 

for all i English vocabulary 

for all j Chinese vocabulary 

Figure 10 
A stochastic constituent-matching ITG. 

The final result after flattening sentence (8) is as follows: 

(9) [ The/e Author i ty /wi l l /  {[ be/¢ accountable/]  [ to the/~ ~/Financial /  

Secretary/ ]) ./  ] 

Experiment. Approximately 2,000 sentence-pairs with both English and Chinese 

lengths of 30 words or less were extracted from our corpus and bracketed using 

the algorithm described. Several additional criteria were used to filter out unsuitable 

sentence-pairs. If the lengths of the pair of sentences differed by more than a 2:1 ratio, 

the pair was rejected; such a difference usually arises as the result of an earlier error 

in automatic sentence alignment. Sentences containing more than one word absent 

from the translation lexicon were also rejected; the bracketing method is not intended 

to be robust against lexicon inadequacies. We also rejected sentence-pairs with fewer 

than two matching words, since this gives the bracketing algorithm no discriminative 

leverage; such pairs accounted for less than 2% of the input data. A random sample of 

the bracketed sentence-pairs was then drawn, and the bracket precision was computed 

under each criterion for correctness. Examples are shown in Figure 11. 

The bracket precision was 80% for the English sentences, and 78% for the Chinese 

sentences, as judged against manual bracketings. Inspection showed the errors to be 

due largely to imperfections of our translation lexicon, which contains approximately 

6,500 English words and 5,500 Chinese words with about 86% translation accuracy (Wu 
and Xia 1994), so a better lexicon should yield substantial performance improvement. 

Moreover, if the resources for a good monolingual part-of-speech or grammar-based 

bracketer such as that of Magerman and Marcus (1990) are available, its output can 

readily be incorporated in complementary fashion as discussed in Section 9. 
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